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Jonathan M. Forster's private wealth practice is rooted in his extensive background in life insurance,

investment management and education. A trusted advisor to leaders in both industries, Jon provides

an innovative, proprietary, four-step legacy management system to public company executives, private

business owners and their respective families and family offices, designed to assist with the

preservation and stewardship of wealth and the development of a legacy. Jon also offers formation

and related advice for multi-family offices and single-family offices. He provides strategic and

compliance-related representation to numerous family foundations and business planning counsel

regarding exit strategies for successful entrepreneurs and retiring public company executives.

A former life insurance professional and educator, Jon continues to play a prominent role in the life

insurance industry. He is sought after for his regulatory and corporate advice and is the outside

general counsel for the Association of Advanced Life Underwriting. Jon also tracks tax related

legislation and cases to produce The WRMarketplace, the association's newsletter.
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Michael P. Vito
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Mike Vito’s deep relationships with high net-worth clients reflect the personable manner in which he

guides his private wealth practice. He has significant experience providing hands-on counselling to

executors, trustees and beneficiaries, with close attention to the preparation and review of fiduciary

accountings, principal and income allocation, concentrated position management, prudent investor act

delegation, fiduciary transitions, distribution and wind-up strategies, informal settlement agreements,

formal court discharge proceedings and more. Mike provides advice at the helm of high net-worth

estate planning as well, with an emphasis on complex wills and trust agreements, exercises of powers

of appointment, durable powers of attorney and healthcare directives. He also serves as general

counsel to private foundations, offering advice on excise taxes, grant-making procedures and

agreements, and non-profit governance.

Mike carefully weighs the customized needs of each client, with a strong personal connection focused

on the client’s overall goals to understand their individual thinking and anticipate, frame and guide

important decision points. This approach inspires him to design, draft and implement a range of

sophisticated techniques that include perpetual GST tax-exempt trusts, annual exclusion trusts, GST

grandfathered trust transactions, insurance trusts, grantor trusts, QTIP trusts, spousal access trusts,

trust decanting, charitable pledges and complex disclaimers, among others.
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Legal Disclaimers

• The information and/or the materials provided as part of this

program are intended and provided solely for information and

education. Such information and/or materials are not intended

nor written by the presenter for use as the basis of any legal

or tax advice and should not be used as independent legal or

tax advice.

• This presentation is not intended to be an opinion and does

not contain a full description of all facts or a complete

exposition and analysis of all the relevant tax authorities.

• Any projections or illustrations provided herein are based on

various factual, actuarial, and tax assumptions. Actual results

will likely vary and cannot be guaranteed.
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Hot Topics
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State Laws

• The state law governing an irrevocable trust can

significantly impact its long-term success. Nexus

is the key.

• Why do I care?  

– Reducing State Income Taxes

– Control: Directed Trusts

– Maximizing Tax Deferral: Trust Duration

– Asset Protection

– Enhancing Flexibility: Modification of Trusts

– Trust Confidentiality: Duty to Inform and Report
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Nexus:

Getting Connected
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Nexus

• To create a trust in a particular state (and invoke

its laws), there must be a connection or “nexus”

with that state.
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Nexus

• Nexus may be established based on the

following at the time the trust is created:

– The settlor’s residence.

– A trustee’s residence.

– A beneficiary’s residence. 

– The principal place of trust administration.

– The trust holds real property located in the state.
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Reducing State 

Income Taxes
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Reducing State Income Taxes

• An important factor in trust design is the potential

application of a state’s income tax structure to

undistributed trust income.

– Applies to non-grantor trusts, such as an

irrevocable life insurance trust (“ILIT”) after the

passing of the settlor.

– Can have a powerful impact on trust growth,

especially for long-term accumulation trusts.

• State income taxation of trusts has garnered

increased attention over the last several years.
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Reducing State Income Taxes

• State income tax treatment varies significantly:

– Alaska, Florida, Nevada, South Dakota, Texas,

Washington (State), and Wyoming do not have a

state income tax.

– Delaware does not impose an income tax on

certain non-grantor trusts where there are no

resident beneficiaries and there is no Delaware

source income.

– At the other end of the spectrum, California income

tax rates can exceed 13%.
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Reducing State Income Taxes

Location… Location… and Location

• States tax trust income based on a combination

of factors:

– The residence of the settlor at the time the trust

is established.

– The residence of the trustee or a co-trustee.

– The residence of the beneficiary.

– The principal place of administration.

– The location of trust property.
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Reducing State Income Taxes

– THE LATEST –

• North Carolina Department of Revenue v. The

Kimberley Rice Kaestner 1992 Family Trust (U.S.

Sup. Ct. June 21, 2019).

• Issue: Is the location of a discretionary trust

beneficiary alone sufficient to permit state taxation of

undistributed trust income?

• Holding: No, not where distributions are fully in the

discretion of the trustee, no distributions have been

made from the trust, and the location of the

beneficiary is the sole connection.
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Control: 

Directed Trusts
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Control: Directed Trusts

• A directed trust statute permits division of a trustee’s

role and additional control.

• Trust “advisors” direct the trustee as to certain

decisions. This structure can take many forms, such

as:

– Distribution Advisor

– Investment Advisor
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Control: Directed Trusts

• A directed trust can fit well with the goal of creating

nexus in a tax-advantaged state.

– For example, a New York client may create a

Delaware trust with a financial institution located in

Delaware as a directed trustee.

– Warning: The location of the trust advisor(s) is also

important.
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Maximizing Tax Deferral: 

Trust Duration
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Maximizing Tax Deferral: 

Dynasty Trust

• State law governs a trust’s perpetuities period.

• Some states have modified the common law rule

to permit “dynasty” trusts, and some have

eliminated the rule entirely.
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Maximizing Tax Deferral: 

Dynasty Trust

Example State Laws Governing Trust Duration:

20

State Perpetuities Period

Alaska, Delaware, 

Illinois, South Dakota
No Perpetuities Period

California Common Law Rule or 90 Years

Florida 360 Years

Nevada 365 Years

New York Common Law Rule 

Utah, Wyoming 1,000 Years



Asset Protection
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Asset Protection

• Many clients have concerns about protecting trust

assets from claims of beneficiaries’ creditors,

particularly from (former) spouses.
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Asset Protection

• The degree of creditor protection varies by state.

• Examples:

– Delaware prevents a creditor from attaching trust

assets even if the beneficiary has committed an

intentional tort, while Georgia does not.

– In California, Delaware, and Florida, a trust may

not be protected from a beneficiary’s child or

spousal support obligations, while trusts can be

protected from such obligations in Alaska, South

Dakota, and Nevada.
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Enhancing Flexibility: 

Modification of Trusts
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Enhancing Flexibility: 

Modification of Trusts 

• While an irrevocable trust cannot be amended or

modified by the settlor, trusts may be modified or

decanted by trustees or others.

– Many states permit a trust instrument to allow limited

modifications.

– State law may permit the common law concept of

trust “merger” where two trusts are similar.

– State law may also permit larger scale modifications

by allowing decanting of the assets from one trust to

another (very different) trust.
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Enhancing Flexibility: 

Modification of Trusts 

• State laws vary and are rapidly evolving.

– Some states have enacted decanting statutes with

specific requirements, while others permit

decanting under caselaw.

– States with decanting statutes include Delaware,

Florida, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New

York, and South Dakota.

– Several other states have committees studying the

area.
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Enhancing Flexibility: 

Modification of Trusts 

– THE LATEST –

In PLR 201919003 (May 10, 2019), the IRS approved
the modification of an existing irrevocable trust to hold
life insurance.

– The trust was not originally intended as an ILIT.

– The primary beneficiary was the sole trustee.

– A separate Insurance Trustee was appointed.

– The primary beneficiary released powers that would
have caused estate tax inclusion.

– Warning: It is not clear how a decanting may effect
Federal taxes.
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Trust Confidentiality:
Duty to Inform and Report
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Trust Confidentiality: 

Duty to Inform and Report

• A big deal: Most clients may have concerns about how

knowledge of the trust and the extent of its assets could

undermine a beneficiary’s ambition or motivation.

• Beneficiaries of many trusts intended to receive lifetime

gifts (a/k/a Crummey trusts) do get notice of the trust’s

existence.

– Clients may wish to avoid the use of withdrawal rights, or

design the trust to grant such rights to beneficiaries other

than their descendants.
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Trust Confidentiality: 

Duty to Inform and Report

• Yikes: Common law fiduciary duties require that trustees

provide information to beneficiaries upon request at age

of majority (18).

• Some states permit more privacy, but many do not.
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Trust Confidentiality: 

Duty to Inform and Report

• For example:

– Alaska, Delaware, Nevada, and South Dakota have

statutes permitting “blind trusts”.

– States, including Delaware and Florida, permit a

“designated representative” to receive notice in the

place of a beneficiary.

– And then some states, like Maryland, require notice

of the trust to beneficiaries and reporting beginning

at a certain age (25).
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Questions & Answers

Thank You
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